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Computer languages high-level languages criticized; Caffin, R. N.; CM v12 n3 Mar 79 108-109 (2A14)
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computer software engineering; special issue foreword; Gannon, J. D.
Guest ed.; CM v12 n1 Dec 79 6-7 (1A10)
computer software engineering; structured coding, mnemonic variable names, and commenting style; Sheppard, Sylvia B.; CM v12 n12 Dec 79 41-49 (1D03)
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standardization activities; Gustavson, David B.; CM v12 n7 Jul 79 61-64 (1E09)
IEEE standardization activities; Gustavson, David B.; CM v12 n7 Jul 79 61-64 (1E09)
IEEE standards
computer interfaces, S-100 bus interface devices; Elmingquist, Kells A.; CM v12 n7 Jul 79 28-52 (1C04)
computer language Pascal; Ravenel, Bruce W.; CM v12 n4 Apr 79 68-82 (1F02)
computer software quality assurance; Rosengard, Phil; CM v12 n2 Feb 79 84-85 (1G04)
computer software quality assurance plans; Buckley, Fletcher; CM v12 n6 Aug 79 43-50 (1D05)
microprocessor assembly language; Fischer, Wayne P.; CM v12 n12 Dec 79 96-109 (2A01)

Image processing, optical
coherent optical computing; fundamentals; Cossaen, David; CM v12 n1 Jan 79 27-40 (1C06)
Industrial control; cf. Discrete-process control

Industrial control
computer control; state description techniques for organizing software; Landau, Jack V.; CM v12 n2 Feb 79 32-40 (IC08)
Information systems; cf. Data base systems; Medical information systems
Innovation; cf. Technological innovation
Integrated-circuit economics
computer systems; impact of semiconductor technology; Bhandarkar, Dilpee P.; CM v12 n9 Sep 79 92-98 (1G12)
Integrated-circuit testing; cf. Digital system fault diagnosis
Integrated-circuit testing
analog circuits; automatic testing; Plice, W. A.; CM v12 n10 Oct 79 40-47 (1D02)
Integrated circuits
US Department of Defense Very High-Speed IC program; Davis, Ruth M.; CM v12 n7 Jul 79 74-79 (1F08)

Interactive computing
software engineering; human factors experiments in designing interactive systems; Schneiderman, Ben; CM v12 n12 Dec 79 9-19 (1A13)
Interactive graphics
recent developments and trends; Myers, Ware; CM v12 n7 Jul 79 8-17 (1A12)
recent developments and trends; Myers, Ware; CM v12 n8 Aug 79 52-67 (1D14)
teleconferencing; Pferd, William; CM v12 n11 Nov 79 62-72 (1E10)
Interconnection networks; cf. Circuit switching
Interconnection networks
SIMD machines; Siegel, Howard Jay; CM v12 n6 Jun 79 57-65 (1E05)
Interfaces; cf. Computer interfaces
Invention; cf. Technological innovation
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Languages; cf. Computer languages
Legal factors
patent protection and computing arts; Frank, Robert J.; CM v12 n7 Jul 79 68-73 (1E14)

Limbs
arthritis data bank; TOD software system for ARAMIS data bank; McShane, Dennis J.; CM v12 n11 Nov 79 34-40 (IC10)
Limbs, prostheses/ortheses
manipulator for feeding; microcontroller-controlled manipulator; Ramey, Robert L.; CM v12 n1 Jan 79 54-61 (1E02)
Logic circuit fault diagnosis
production testing; LS1/VI2LSI impact; Foley, Eugene; CM v12 n10 Oct 79 33-38 (1C08)
VLSI testing and designing for testability; Williams, Thomas W.; CM v12 n10 Oct 79 9-21 (1A13)
Logic circuits; cf. Semiconductor logic circuits
Logic circuits

M
Magnetic recording
computer logic devices for increasing processing capability in rotating memory devices; Su, Stanley Y. W.; CM v12 n3 Mar 79 11-25 (1B01)
Management; cf. Computer software development management; R&D&E project management
Manipulators; cf. Limbs, prostheses/ortheses; Robots
Manuals; cf. Technical manuals
Medical information systems
ambulatory patients’ records; COSTAR system using MUMPS programming language; Beamann, Peter D.; CM v11 n11 Nov 79 9-17 (1A13)
arthritis data bank; TOD software system for ARAMIS data bank; McShane, Dennis J.; CM v12 n11 Nov 79 34-40 (IC10)
health care guidance system with emphasis on individual’s role in own health care; PROMIS; Walton, Peter L.; CM v12 n11 Nov 19-27 (1B09)
hospital-wide data base management system designed for health professionals with no previous data processing experience; MATRIX; Schneider, Richard M.; CM v12 n11 Nov 79 28-31 (IC04)
oncology clinical information system which assists patient management and care; Blum, Bruce L.; CM v12 n11 Nov 42-50 (1D04)
patient care; special issue; CM v12 n11 Nov 4-50 (1A08)
patient care; special issue foreword; Estrin, Thelma, Gust ed.; CM v12 n11 Nov 4-7 (1A08)
requirements analysis in clinical research information processing; Groner, Gabriel F.; CM v12 n9 Sep 79 100-108 (2A06)
Memories; cf. Semiconductor memories
Memories
computer logic devices for increasing processing capability in rotating memory devices; Su, Stanley Y. W.; CM v12 n3 Mar 79 11-25 (1B01)
technologies, capabilities and limitations; Hooland, A. S.; CM v12 n5 May 79 12-18 (1B02)
Memory access
hierarchical memories, sequential data access; comparing memory system alternatives; Welch, Terry A.; CM v12 n5 May 19-26 (1B09)
Memory fault diagnosis
semiconductor memory testing; Crafts, James M.; CM v12 n10 Oct 79 23-31 (1B13)
Memory hierarchies
sequential data access; comparing memory system alternatives; Welch, Terry A.; CM v12 n5 May 19-26 (1B09)
Microcomputer applications
interfacing techniques for microprocessor-based systems; book (Review, CM v12 n4 Apr 79 135). Lesea, Austin, Sybex Inc. (Berkeley, CA) 1978
Japan; Mori, Ryoichi; CM v12 n5 May 64-74 (1E12)
military and industrial applications; barriers blocking use of microprocessor technology; Nyman, Thomas H.; CM v12 n2 Feb 79 86-88 (1G06)
9900 family of 16-bit processors; systems design and data book (Review, CM v12 n10 Oct 79 111). Texas Instruments Learning Center, Texas Instruments Learning Center (Dallas, TX) 1978
Microcomputer applications, biomedical
manipulator for feeding assistance for handicapped; Ramey, Robert L.; CM v12 n1 Jan 79 54-61 (1E02)
Microcomputer applications, computer peripherals
1/0 processor for microcomputer-based systems; Intel 8089; El-Ayat, K. A.; CM v12 n6 Jun 79 67-78 (1F01)
Microcomputer applications, industrial
barriers blocking use of microprocessor technology; Nyman, Thomas H.; CM v12 n2 Feb 79 86-88 (1G06)

Microcomputer applications, personal
Personal Computing Society, aims; Gelles, Abby; CM v12 n12 Dec 79 119 (2B10)
Microcomputer language processors
macro-assemblers and macro-based languages in microprocessor software development; Cohen, Harvey A.; CM v12 n2 Feb 79 53-64 (1E01)

Microcomputer languages
assembly language standard; Fischer, Wayne P.; CM v12 n12 Dec 79 96-109 (2A01)
high-level language, fast-direct-executing Microcode language; Korn, Gernot A.; CM v12 n10 Oct 79 61-71 (1F03)
Microcomputer networks
mainframe processor implementation using multiprocessor system; extra cost for main memory; Tjadten, Gary; CM v12 n8 Aug 79 68-74 (1F02)
Microcomputer software
9900 family of 16-bit processors; systems design and data book (Review, CM v12 n10 Oct 79 111). Texas Instruments Learning Center, Texas Instruments Learning Center (Dallas, TX) 1978
Microcomputer software design/development
macro-assemblers and macro-based languages in microprocessor software development; Cohen, Harvey A.; CM v12 n2 Feb 79 53-64 (1E01)

state transition techniques for organizing software; application to industrial control; Landau, Jack V.; CM v12 n2 Feb 79 32-40 (IC08)

Microcomputers
Intel MCS-48 family; Wakerly, John F.; CM v12 n2 Feb 79 22-31 (IB12)

I/O processor for microcomputer-based systems; Intel 8089; El-Ayat, K. A.; CM v12 n6 Jun 79 67-78 (IF01)

Japan, recent developments and trends; Mori, Ryoichi; CM v12 n5 May 79 58-63 (IE06)

mistakes in going from one generation of microprocessors to succeeding generations; Gubbranson, Roger L.; CM v12 n4 Apr 79 105-17 (IG02)

Motorola 68000 architecture; Stritter, Edward; CM v12 n2 Feb 79 43-52 (ID05)

multiple-instruction-stream single-chip processor; Kaminsky, W. J.; CM v12 n12 Dec 79 66-76 (IE14)
special section of papers from Asilomar Workshop on Microprocessors, 4th, Pacific Grove, CA, 1978; CM v12 n2 Feb 79 9-40 (IA13)
special section of papers from Asilomar Workshop on Microprocessors, 4th, Pacific Grove, CA, 1978; foreword; Peuto, Bernard L.; Guest ed.; CM v12 n2 Feb 79 9 (IA13)

standardization activities of IEEE Computer Society; Gustavson, David B.; CM v12 n7 Jul 79 61-64 (IE09)

Z8000 architecture, CPU and memory management unit; Peuto, Bernard L.; CM v12 n3 Feb 79 10-21 (IA14)

9800 family of 16-bit processors; systems design and data book (Review, CM v12 n10 Oct 79 111). Texas Instruments Learning Center, Texas Instruments Learning Center (Dallas, TX 1978)

Microcomputer applications
standardization activities of IEEE Computer Society; Gustavson, David B.; CM v12 n7 Jul 79 61-64 (IE09)

Military computers
microcomputers, barriers blocking use of microprocessor technology; Nyman, Thomas H.; CM v12 n2 Feb 79 86-88 (IG06)

standard family; architecture comparison projects; Dietz, William B.; CM v12 n4 Apr 79 26-33 (IC02)

standard family bus system; Burr, William E.; CM v12 n4 Apr 79 11-23 (IB01)

standard family; life-cycle cost analysis of instruction-set architecture standardization; Stone, Harold S.; CM v12 n4 Apr 79 35-47 (IC11)

standard family; special issue; CM v12 n4 Apr 79 9-47 (IA13)

standard family; special issue foreword; Stone, Harold S.; CM v12 n4 Apr 79 9-10 (IA13)

Military economics
computer standardization; life-cycle cost analysis of instruction-set architecture standardization; Stone, Harold S.; CM v12 n4 Apr 79 35-47 (IC11)

Military standards
computer software quality testing; Bowen, John B.; CM v12 n8 Aug 79 37-42 (IC13)

Military systems
integrated circuits R&D program of US Department of Defense; Very High-Speed IC program; Davis, Ruth M.; CM v12 n7 Jul 79 74-79 (IF08)

Microcomputer software
high-level language, fast direct-executing Microdata language; Korn, Granito A.; CM v12 n10 Oct 79 61-71 (IF03)

Modular computer systems
testing, built-in test techniques; Clary, J. B.; CM v12 n10 Oct 79 49-59 (ID11)

Multiprocessing
multiple processor networks; Parallel processing

Multiprocessing
concurrent computation; data-flow computing; Treleaven, Philip C.; CM v12 n1 Jan 79 42-50 (ID04)

microprocessors, multiple-instruction-stream single-chip processor; Kaminsky, W. J.; CM v12 n2 Dec 79 66-76 (IE14)

N

Nets
Petri nets and applications; Agerwala, Tilak; CM v12 n12 Dec 79 85-94 (IG04)

Nuclear power generation protection/safety
computerized protection systems; software testing; Geiger, Werner; CM v12 n8 Aug 79 10-18 (IA14)

O

Operating systems; cf. Computer software, operating systems
Optical data processing; cf. Image processing

P

Packet switching
X.25 recommendations; Schindler, Sigram; CM v12 n12 Dec 79 120-121 (2B11)

Parallel processing
cellular logic devices for increasing processing capability in rotating memory devices; Su, Stanley Y. W.; CM v12 n3 Mar 79 11-25 (IB01) concurrent computation; data-flow computing; Treleaven, Philip C.; CM v12 n1 Jan 79 42-50 (ID04) concurrent programming; book (Review, CM v12 n5 May 79 102-103).

Hansen, Per Brinch, Prentice-Hall (Englewood Cliffs, NJ) 1977 concurrent programming; development during past 20 years and prospects for next 20 years; Hansen, Per Brinch; CM v12 n5 May 79 50-56 (ID12)

SIMD machines, interconnection networks; Siegel, Howard Jay; CM v12 n6 Jun 79 57-65 (IE05)

Patents; cf. Legal factors
Pattern recognition
history, Edouard Lucas as father of pattern recognition; Akl, Selim G.; CM v12 n10 Oct 79 88 (2A02)

Petri nets; cf. Nets
Power distribution electromagnetic noise/interference
computers, power-line disturbances that can affect computer operation; Dinkey, James V.; CM v12 n3 May 79 78-81 (IF13)

Probability
programmable calculator use in study of probability and statistic; book (Review, CM v12 n9 Sep 79 150). Rade, L.; Dilithium Press (Forest Grove, Or) 1977

Production testing
digital systems and circuit board testing; impact of LSI/VLSI; Foley, Eugene; CM v12 n10 Oct 79 32-38 (IC08)

semiconductor memory testing; Crafts, James M.; CM v12 n10 Oct 79 23-31 (IB13)

Productivity
Texas Instruments programs for stimulating productivity and innovation; Shepherd, Mark, Jr.; CM v12 n9 Sep 79 82-90 (IG02)

Programming; cf. Computer software
Project management; cf. Computer software development management;
R,D,&E project management

Prostheses/orthoses; cf. Limbs

Q

Quality assurance; cf. Computer software testing
Quality assurance
computer software quality assurance; Rosengard, Phil; CM v12 n2 Feb 79 84-85 (IG04)

computer software quality assurance plans; proposed standard; Buckley, Fletcher; CM v12 n8 Aug 79 43-50 (ID05)

computer software quality assurance; special issue; CM v12 n8 Aug 79 7-50 (IA11)

computer software quality assurance; special issue foreword; Miller, Edward, Guest ed.; CM v12 n8 Aug 79 7-9 (IA11)

R

R&D&E management; cf. Computer software development management
R&D&E management
productivity and innovation stimulation programs at Texas Instruments; Shepherd, Mark, Jr.; CM v12 n9 Sep 79 82-90 (IG02)

R&D&E project management
application development; use of standards; Braverman, Philip H.; CM v12 n7 Jul 79 81-84 (IG01)

Robots
industrial robots for assembly line operations; Paul, Richard; CM v12 n7 Jul 19-27 (IB09)

S

Semiconductor device economics
computer systems; impact of semiconductor technology; Bhandarkar, Dileep P.; CM v12 n9 Sep 79 92-98 (IG12)
Semiconductor logic circuits; cf. Digital integrated circuits

Semiconductor logic circuits
computer systems; impact of semiconductor technology; Bhandarkar, Dilip P.; CM v12 n9 Sep 79 92-98 (1G12)
recent developments and trends; report on June 1978 Computer Elements Workshop, Vail, CO, 1978; Slana, Matthew F.; CM v12 n4 Apr 79 98-102 (2A04)

Semiconductor memories; cf. Charge-coupled memories; Digital integrated circuits

Semiconductor memories
computer systems; impact of semiconductor technology; Bhandarkar, Dilip P.; CM v12 n9 Sep 79 92-98 (1G12)
recent developments and trends; report on June 1978 Computer Elements Workshop, Vail, CO, 1978; Slana, Matthew F.; CM v12 n4 Apr 79 98-102 (2A04)
testing; Crafts, James M.; CM v12 n10 Oct 79 23-31 (1B13)

Sequential machines
Simulation; cf. Specific topic
Social factors; cf. Technology social factors
Software; cf. Computer software
Special issues
circuit switching; CM v12 n6 Jun 79 9-65 (1A13)
computer network protocols; CM v12 n9 Sep 79 8-72 (1A12)
computer software engineering, human factors; CM v12 n12 Dec 79 6-159 (1A10)
computer software quality assurance; CM v12 n8 Aug 79 7-50 (1A11)
data base machines; CM v12 n3 Mar 79 7-79 (1A11)
data management, technology and architecture; CM v12 n5 May 79 8-48 (1A12)
digital system testing, hardware test technology; CM v12 n10 Oct 79 7-59 (1A11)
medical information systems for patient care; CM v12 n11 Nov 79 4-50 (1A08)
micromprocessors; special section of papers from Asilomar Workshop on Microprocessors, 4th, Pacific Grove, CA, 1978; CM v12 n2 Feb 79 9-40 (1A13)
military computer standard family; CM v12 n4 Apr 79 9-47 (1A13)

Standards; cf. IEEE standards

Standards
computer communication, X.25 recommendations; Schneider, Sigram; CM v12 n12 Dec 79 120-121 (2B11)
computer software quality testing; Bowen, John B.; CM v12 n8 Aug 79 37-42 (1C13)
data communication, interfacing DTE and DCE; Folts, Harold C.; CM v12 n9 Sep 79 12-19 (1B02)
use for application development; Braverman, Philip H.; CM v12 n7 Jul 79 81-84 (1G01)

Statistics
programmable calculator use in study of probability and statistic; book (Review, CM v12 n9 Sep 79 150). Rade, L., Dilithium Press (Forest Grove, OR) 1977
Switching circuits; cf. Logic circuits
Switching, communication; cf. Communication switching
System design
application development; use of standards; Braverman, Philip H.; CM v12 n7 Jul 79 81-84 (1G01)
report on Workshop on the Science of Design, San Antonio, TX, 1879; Gonzalez, Mario J., Jr.; CM v12 n12 Dec 79 112-117 (2B03)

Technical manuals
user manuals, improving quality; Maynard, John; CM v12 n1 Jan 79 72-75 (1P06)

Technological innovation
patent protection and computing arts; Frank, Robert J.; CM v12 n7 Jul 79 66-73 (1E14)
Texas Instruments' programs for stimulating productivity and innovation; Shepherd, Mark, Jr.; CM v12 n9 Sep 79 82-90 (1G02)

Technology social factors
changes in public's feelings about technology since turn of century; Haynes, Jim; CM v12 n8 Aug 79 87-88 (1G07)
computerized society; Yuen, C. K.; CM v12 n2 Feb 79 89-90 (2A01)
computers; NCC '79 wrap-up; Myers, Ware; CM v12 n8 Aug 79 79-86 (1F12)

Telephone switching; cf. Circuit switching; Time-division switching

Testing; cf. Fault diagnosis; Integrated-circuit testing
Time-division switching
PBX, Rolm computerized branch exchange; Kasson, James M.; CM v12 n6 Jun 79 24-31 (1B14)

Tumors
clinical information system which assists patient management and care; Blian, Bruce L.; CM v12 n11 Nov 79 42-50 (1D04)
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